1. Introduction and Scope

Phase transformations are significant phenomena determining the final properties of a wide range of materials. They can occur under various external conditions, both thermal and mechanical. Deformation-induced phase transformations commonly take place in service or during the processing of parts made from steels or non-ferrous alloys. These might include deformation-induced ferrite formation in steels, transformations of austenite (γ, face centred cubic: FCC) to ε (hexagonal close packed: HCP) or α′ martensite (base centred cubic: BCC, or base centred tetragonal: BCT) in steels, transformations of the β phase (BCC) in metastable Ti alloys to α″ martensite (orthorhombic) or ω phase (hexagonal); austenite (FCC) to martensite (BCC) in Fe–Pt alloys, and cubic B2 → monoclinic B19′ martensitic transformation in NiTi alloys. In the majority of cases, these transformations proceed rapidly via a shear mechanism. Such transformations may have a remarkable effect on the work hardening behaviour, the plasticity of materials, and even the shape memory effect underwriting the spectrum of material properties required for a wide range of applications. Thus, the aim of this issue is to provide both the reviews of these phenomena and an introduction to the latest research achievements uncovering the fundamental aspects of these complex transitions.

2. Contributions

The present Special Issue includes two review papers [1,2] and seven scientific papers [3–9] covering compositional, microstructural, and crystallographic aspects of deformation-induced phase transformations in titanium alloys [2,5,6], steels [3,4,7–9], and shape memory alloys [1].

A comprehensive examination of crystallography, displacive mechanisms, and the reversibility of martensitic transformations in shape memory alloys is given in the review by Dunne [1]. In particular, the effect of austenite ordering on martensite formation in Fe3Pt alloy was highlighted [1].

Deformation-induced martensitic transformation plays a remarkable role in the so-called Transformation-Induced Plasticity (TRIP) effect [6,7] in both advanced steels and metastable Ti alloys [2,5,6]. However, to date, the clear understanding of various factors influencing the occurrence of this event remains elusive as a result of the complexity of their different interactions. Both material-dependent parameters, such as a stacking fault energy of austenite in steels and β phase stability in Ti alloys [2,5], as well as external/loading conditions (temperature, uniaxial tensile, plane strain compression, cyclic loading, high pressure torsion) [2,4–7] are examined in this Special Issue.

For several years, not only deformation-induced martensitic transformations, but also dynamically-induced ferrite transformations have attracted significant interest. This topic is addressed in Reference [8].

Innovative methodologies including advanced characterisation techniques (high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, electron back-scattering diffraction, small-angle neutron scattering,
and digital image correlation) were used in the papers of this Special Issue, which assisted the elucidation of the studied phenomena both ex situ and in situ.

3. Conclusions and Outlook

There is a continuous demand for the development of new materials with specific sets of structural and functional properties. Such materials are required for applications in the automotive, aerospace, biomedical, and building industries. Optimisation of material properties can be achieved by controlling the phase transformations. This is becoming more important as the microstructures of modern steels contain multiple phases and so are becoming more complex. Thus, further research into understanding the fine details of these transformations, the interactions between the phases, and their responses in different service conditions is crucial.
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